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Recent political developments, including the shadow of a new war,
have obscured the fact that Iran has a long and splendid artistic
tradition ranging from the visual arts to literature. Western readers
may have some awareness of the Iranian novel thanks to a few
breakout successes like Reading Lolita in Tehran and My Uncle
Napoleon, but the country's strong poetic tradition remains little
known. In Belonging: New Poetry by Iranians Around the
World, editor and translator Niloufar Talebi introduces one of
the world’s most beautiful lyrical traditions through an eclectic and
accessible anthology of poetry never-before published in English.
Belonging aims to provide an unprecedented and expansive
connection between the reader and each contributing Iranian poet through Talebi’s lucid,
award-winning translations accurately represent the original poems and make them intelligible
to Western readers. These newly exposed voices of Iran demonstrate that this groundbreaking,
contemporary Iranian poetry belongs amongst other highly regarded world literature on the
bookshelves of students, poetry enthusiasts as well as casual readers.
Different from the traditional non-fiction previously published by Iranian writers, the poetry in
Belonging varies drastically in style and theme and proves relevant to modern world culture
thereby defying the inaccurate cultural stereotypes presented by Western media. The varied
work includes erotic poetry by Ziba Karbassi, formal poetry by Yadollah Royaii, experimental
poetry by Naanaam, protest poetry by Maryam Huleh, and personal-epic by
Shahrouz Rashid.
This work not only introduces the readers to Iranian poets today, but also
expands the canon of writing in the Persian language, bringing us the spirit of
the twenty-first century Iranian, and advancing their well-deserved, collective
claim to international recognition.
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Introduction 
In my eighth year as a child growing up in Iran, I spontaneously
composed a stanza, a poem, observing the falling of snow, when
something took over and I knew it was poetry I was jotting down in
a nylon-covered notebook. That notebook remained in the piles of
things left behind. This was the country in which I recited over and
over again “The woods are lovely, dark and deep, / But I have promises
to keep, / And miles to go before I sleep, / And miles to go before I sleep”
for our ﬁfth-grade English class. In the fourth grade, the entire class
would stand up from our wooden benches and recite an homage
poem to mothers. At home, it was Sohrab Sepehri, “Wherever I am,
let me be / The sky is mine / … Our work is perhaps / To run after the
song of truth/in the distance between the lotus and the century.”
This was also the country in which I had the great fortune, as a
teenager, during the four violent years I lived in Iran after the 1979
revolution, to sneak out of bed, way past bedtime, to eavesdrop on
a poet in our living room. During these years of unrest, in order to
usurp all the power, Ayatollah Khomeini was eradicating all other
factions that had played a role in ousting the Shah. The old Iran was
combusting into the Islamic Republic of Iran, and all homes were
prey to sudden raids by the Islamic police. And though this was a
poet so undeniably consequential that despite his outright opposition to Khomeini it would have been impossible to imprison him
along with the thousands of other dissidents, we could never be too
discreet about his visits to our home.
When he was visiting, it meant we were hosting a “literary salon.” It meant there were simultaneous discussions on art, literature,
music, and world affairs. It meant Rachmaninov or Beethoven was
blaring while a heated debate was under way in the kitchen, while
another group in the living room provided endless commentaries
on the nightly televised charades of the Iran-Iraq war, or the staged
confessions by soon-to-be-released-or-executed enemy party leaders.
Presiding over these salons, cigarette smoke rings dissipating over
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his full head of white hair, this poet would connect Nima, Lorca,
Neruda, Hafez, Akhmatova, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Langston
Hughes, Baudelaire, Hedayat, and Farrokhzad, among many others. He handed me many books over that time—carefully chosen,
no doubt—each time asserting why this book was perfect for me at
that time. In my thirteenth year, I got One Hundred Years of Solitude. Years later when I met him at UCLA where he was giving a
lecture, he suggested Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita.
Most vivid in my memory is the poet’s small apartment, which I
visited on an occasion or two. My immediate impression was that it
was not “bourgeois” but “bohemian,” a place where an artist lived,
and though I had no knowledge of those terms then, I felt this in
my bones. The casual home full of books, the smell of paper everywhere, and the visible body impressions in the furniture projected
a lack of pretenses for guests, of attention to intangible values. His
small desk bore a few pieces of paper with notes in small letters, carefully tucked to the sides. It was an unassuming desk, without much
fuss, not at all boasting of belonging to a literary giant.
This literary giant was none other than Ahmad Shamlou (1925–
2000), one of Iran’s greatest thinkers and cultural icons, an artist
considered a national treasure to Iranians everywhere. With hardly
any formal education, he ushered a culture through the maturing
of a new movement in Iranian poetics, that of Free Verse poetry.
He not only did this, but wrote plays, short stories, screenplays,
edited the works of classical poets like Hafez, translated numerous
international writers, wrote criticism, and left behind a six-volume
reference book called, Ketaab-e Koocheh (The Book of the Alley), a
major contribution in gathering Iranian folklore.
In the early part of the twentieth century, a poet by the name of
Nima Yushij pioneered breaking with the classical meter and rhyme
scheme and revolutionized poetry written in the Persian language.
Nima’s contribution to Persian poetry is roughly equivalent to Whitman’s contribution to American poetry. During the three decades it
took him to painstakingly plan and execute this change, giving birth
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Notes on Selection 
In 2002, when I began my research for this book, my goal was
to discover and explore Persian poetry created by Iranians living
outside Iran who had left because of the 1979 revolution. Aware
that the rich tradition of Persian literature can be intimidating and
difﬁcult to penetrate, I embarked on this journey with a sense that I
was already behind. Lacking even a list of poets living outside Iran,
my starting point was to ask the handful of poets I knew for names
and contact information—when available to them—of other poets.
Over time, the number of poets on the list grew through further suggestions made during numerous telephone conversations
with those interested in helping, and during the many unforgettable
visits I made to the personal libraries of hospitable poets, scholars,
and literature lovers who welcomed me into their homes. Sitting in
their studies and living rooms sipping tea, I pored over their books,
making endless lists and showering my hosts with questions about
the biographies and bibliographies of the iconic and unknown poets on their shelves. Soon after, I was issuing calls for submission
and forging relationships with Iranian booksellers, editors of literary
websites and journals, publishers of Iranian literature, and bloggers
living both inside and outside of Iran, all of whose collections and
continual referrals strengthened my research.
As my research evolved, the daunting and humbling task was putting the body of work into perspective—each time a poet new to my
research entered the mix, he or she redeﬁned my prior sense of it. As
few had dedicated themselves to collection and discourse in this young
ﬁeld, I hoped that this anthology would be a snapshot of the powerful
work out there, a selection mined from the treasures of Iranian poetry
lovingly maintained by cultural guardians. Included as an index in this
volume is my—no doubt, partial—list of poets in diaspora, most of
whom I was able to locate and study for this collection.
All anthologies, incomplete by deﬁnition, set parameters to represent a fecund ﬁeld in a ﬁnite number of pages. Choosing to limit
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the scope to Iranian poetry outside Iran since the revolution does
not imply a presumed difference between the work generated inside
and outside Iran—that would entail a comparative study this volume
has not taken on—or a belief that geographic borders should be a
deﬁning factor in assessing art, or that diaspora literature is or should
be a free-standing genre, or that it is necessarily deﬁned by the spirit
of rebellion, survival, and transformation. The history of humanity is
the history of migrations. Thinkers and artists—Nabokov, Einstein,
Joyce, Ovid, Gertrude Stein, Marjane Satrapi, Isabel Allende, Salman
Rushdie, Picasso, Chagall, Marina Tsvetaeva, Alfred Hitchcock, Ravi
Shankar, and Tina Modotti—cross borders, sometimes by choice,
sometimes not. This volume contributes the research done towards
a larger query into modern and contemporary Iranian poetry.
My editorial criteria focused on the quality and growth of each
poet’s work. I must confess that I also chose poems that moved me,
leaving me with no choice but to translate them. From the many
such poets and poems I translated, I then chose the ones I thought
worked best in—my—English translation. I also gave priority to poets who did not yet write poetry in English and who were unknown
to an English readership. The few exceptions, poets included here
who have some exposure in English, include mature poets such
as Nader Naderpour, Majid Naﬁcy, Partow Nooriala, and Esma’il
Kho’i. The middle and emerging generations, whose exciting work
I believe deserves far wider readership, will now hopefully enjoy exposure to a larger Persian-speaking audience, as well as to their new
English readers.
Above all, I hope that reading this volume of poetry sparks curiosity, invites conversation, and inspires a deeper search into Persian
literature, both contemporary and classical. I dedicate this volume
to those who left Iran around and since the 1979 revolution and
who write in the Persian language, whether they see themselves as
immigrants, refugees, exiles, or expatriates.
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Revolution
The people’s hand was wounded
The people’s foot
The people’s back was wounded
So their sky would rain stars.
When their sky rained stars
The people’s body was wounded
The earth ﬁlled with bloodied stars
Cows ploughed the star-ﬁlled earth
The people’s heart became a star
The people’s star-heart broke.

ZIBA KARBASSI
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Tomorrow
wasn’t more
than cheap talk.
Tomorrow never
showed up
for its dawn meeting.
We returned home
from the morning train station
with cancelled tickets in hand
and on the way
saw many tomorrows
that like unripe apples
drooped from the weighted boughs
of time.
Yes,
we were late
casting our paper boats
onto water.
There are no more
desert islands left
in the waters of the world.

ABBAS SAFFARI
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Book of Fears
45
It is too late to fall asleep in the arms
of Parthian women,
it is too late already
to memorialize friendships with Greek letters, to engrave.
Inscriptions are craphole footstones,
vines buried in salty sand
and generation to generation
our world
farther
from us.
Now, having learned our defeat, we live it.
It is too late perhaps for bygone sorrows
and perhaps a bit too early for slipping a hand
over the navel of Muslim women
unholy to us.

JAMSHID MOSHKANI
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My Mother Did Not Become Beautiful
(excerpt)
My mother
Did not become beautiful
My mother could not
Open the trapdoor of her life unto love
Was not master of her beauty.
My mother was not able to
Avoid bearing children
Or secretly
One night
Feed her uterus
To dogs.
My mother
Could not scour away
The thick crust
Of human ignorance
As she could the burnt
Hardened rice
On the bottom of the pot.
My mother was not able to
Win her wings
And breathe the boundless
Air of knowledge.
In her,
Stews repeated themselves
Teas repeated themselves
And the bubblings of meat soup.

REZA FARMAND
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SAN FRANCISCO (Map, News) - With a narrowly focused view of the
Middle East, bombarded by headlines of Iran’s nuclear ambitions and the
perilous war in Iraq, it is easy to construe the Iranian Literary Arts Festival,
debuting in The City today, as a symbolic outlet of political uproar.

(Courtesy photo)
The weeklong Iranian Literary Arts Festival,

The festival’s crown jewel, onstage Thursday through Saturday at Theater
Artaud, is a multimedia performance piece of spoken word, dance and
video called “ICARUS/RISE,” which bridges the legend of the mythological
figure to the migration of Iranians searching for freedom. It is, in the words
of its creator Niloufar Talebi, about “the strangeness after the fall.”
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opening today at Theater Artaud, is much less

But the weeklong festival, Talebi says, is much less about the climate of
conflict and more about the everyday Iranian and his or her culture. One
film screening in the festival called “Ahmad Mahmoud, A Noble Novelist” is
The highlight of the multimedia festival is the
about a novelist who worked as a day laborer and suffered imprisonment
performance piece “ICARUS/RISE."
for his political views. “Aref Squared,” on the other hand, is about a cab
driver in Tehran who dreams to sing with his idol on stage.
about the climate of conflict and more about
the everyday Iranian and his or her culture.

“All people see on TV are images of dust-eating refugees and it’s a skewed image,” Talebi said. “There are so
many Iranian artists doing tremendous things and we wanted to present a balanced image. There is something
for everyone and something universal in the pieces we show.”
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To Talebi, that universal something begs the question:
Why is there such a dearth of Iranian literature in the
U.S.?
“When you talk about Iranian literature, all you read
about is Rumi [the 13th century Persian poet],” said
Talebi. “Our literature is invisible in a way.”
Presented by The Translation Project — a nonprofit
literary organization and think tank based in The City
— the first annual festival aims for a multitude of goals:
attract an audience to the various media of Iranian art,
open the eyes of the publishing industry and seed a
path for philanthropic Iranian Americans to follow.
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“How many Iranian books are being translated?” Talebi
asked. “Zero. One of our goals is to shed light on
contemporary Iranian literature.”
A vibrant woman who articulates equally with a wave of her hand, wrist and arm, Talebi was born in London to
Iranian parents. The nonprofit founder serves not only as the artistic director, but as its accountant, marketer and
paper copier. She said she has worked tirelessly to get the festival off the ground.
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“This is one of the biggest events of my young life,” Talebi said.
Along with film screenings and “IRARUS/RISE,” the festival also includes panel discussions such as Iranian
writer Moniru Ravanipur’s “Why Iranian Literature is not World Literature (yet),” which asks why Iranian literature
isn’t recognized outside its niche. Talebi said her organization formed a committee some years ago, offered
publishers three contemporary Iranian works to translate at no cost and still came up empty.
“It’s a sad story, right?” Talebi asked. “But maybe it’s just the timing. I mean how does Orhan Pamuk [the Nobel
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